POWER LINE WARNING

July 19, 2019
Asadha  28, 1941

The newly erected 11/0.433 K V, 630 KVA, distribution Transformer Centre installation at Risara Elegante Caranzalem Tiswadi Goa along with associated HT/LT equipment’s 11KV 3 crore 300 sq.MM XLPE cable (2runs), New 11 KV RMU (1 No.) Circuit Breaker of Lucky Electric India Pvt Ltd., 11/0.433 KV 630 KVA Transformer, Sr. No. SVT/TR/1628/1, Make-Sidhi Vinayak, associated MV and Lines for releasing Power supply to M/s Risara Properties will be test charged on July 19, 2019 and will remain in charged condition. Any contact to the above equipment’s lines etc. are dangerous to human and animal life.
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